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ABSTRACT
We are currently in the Fourth Industrial Revolution era. The fourth Industrial
Revolution era is closely related to technological developments, especially in the field
of digitalization or new media.

Changes in people's lifestyles in this era of

technological development affect many things, for example how to communicate, seek
information, study, shop, buy food, order motorcycle taxis and other life activities that
are carried out completely online. Broadly speaking, this turns individuals into people
who are lazy to move and want everything to be done with just a touch. On the other
hand, the progress of the 4.0 industrial revolution also has a major impact on the
progress of the nation and the State, of course, if these changes can be directed
towards positive things.
One of the positive values that is indispensable is the inculcation of the Slamet
Riyadi’s values in each individual. The Slamet Riyadi’s value is a form of behavior
that reflects a hero character who has extraordinary exemplary, brave, steadfast in his
stance and still holds his duties even though his body is injured or there is an
opportunity for ease in carrying it out. In this context, changes in people's behavior
arise from technological developments, because of the ease of getting something,
individuals behave in an instant and create a weak mentality.
By instilling Slamet Riyadi's value in each individual, negative behavior changes
from the development of media and technology can still be controlled and directed
towards positive things. Cultivating the of Slamet Riyad’s Value certainly starts from
the individual's awareness to understand and control oneself. Meanwhile, for children,
the role of parents is very important to instill the value of religious safety from an early
age, so that they can be controlled in following technological developments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The fourth Industrial Revolution era was closely related to technological
developments, it changed the pattern of human life, who initially did
everything manually, became instantaneous. In the beginning, humans did
not easily depend on something that smelled of instantaneous and
technology, but now it is the opposite which makes people more motivated
to move forward to compete towards modern things.
The very rapid development in the realm of society, for example
information technology such as mobile phones, computers that previously
could not be operated without using floppy disks and could not be carried
anywhere now can be used instantly and can be carried anywhere. The
development of this new media can also be seen from changes in the
specifications of technology tools and media, both conventional and nonconventional.
Changes in people's lifestyles in the fourth industrial revolution
especially in the field of technology affect many things, for example how to
communicate with others, look for news or information and how to carry out
various activities such as studying, shopping, buying food, ordering
motorcycle taxis and other life activities that are carried out completely
online, this is unconsciously changing people's behavior, for example being
someone who is lazy to move and wants everything to be done with just a
touch. On the other hand, the progress of the fourth industrial revolution era
also has a major impact on the progress of the nation and the State, of course
if these changes can be directed towards positive things.
The Slamet Riyadi’s Value which is instilled from an early age will
stimulate young souls to rise up, because they feel they belong and reinforce
each other's slamet riyadi values, which include: being brave, steadfast in
their stance and still holding on to their duties even in any condition. In this
context, changes in people's behavior arise from the development of
technology that changes manual and courageous behavior into instant
behavior, which is not tough and creates a weak mentality.
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Responding to this phenomenon, all parties must play a role and instill
positive values, in order to be saved from the negative impact of
technological developments in the fourth industrial revolution era. Cultivation
of religious values or positive values is grown from the self-awareness of
each individual, and the role of parents is needed to instill them in children
who currently also have a role and participate in the use of media.

1.2 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
From the consideration of the background of the problems that have
been described, the problem formulation of this paper is "How important are
slamet riyadi values in the Fourth industrial revolution era?"

1.3 RESEARCH PURPOSE
Describe the importance of Slamet Riyadi values for people's behavior
in the fourth Industrial Revolution era, in the context of technological
development, especially in the field of digitalization or new media.
Providing knowledge about the importance of planting the values of
religious safety in each individual, so that they can lead in a positive direction
in following technological developments

1.4 BENEFITS OF RESEARCH
This paper is expected to be able to inspire and raise awareness for
every individual who is following the technological developments in the fourth
industrial revolution era to continue to instill and hold on to positive values,
especially the slamet riyadi values to direct change to positive things.

2. LITERATURE RIVIEW
2.1 FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
The industrial revolution is a major change in various fields, such as
agriculture, manufacture, mining, transportation and technology which have
an impact on social, economic and cultural conditions in the world. This
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revolution led to a massive development in various aspects of life, so that it
replaced all aspects of human activities into machines or instantaneous
In the book A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, (Raymond Williams)
states about a term the word "Industry". The industrial revolution is a big
change that is very fast and can easily change the style of human life. The
term revolution is usually used in viewing political changes or government
systems, however, this industrial revolution is essentially a change in aspects
of life from manual to instantaneous or mechanical.
The industrial revolution first occurred in England, several factors that
led to the fourth industrial revolution, including:
1. Stable political situation.
2. Wealth of natural resources
3. There are new discoveries that make things easier
4. The prosperity of a country
5. The government provides legal protection for findings, thus
encouraging scientific research activities.
6. A large flow of urbanization in the countryside, thus encouraging the
government to open up more industries.
This fourth industrial revolution is synonymous with technological
developments and digitization, so it can be said to be the era of new media.
The proposer stated that the fourth industrial revolution would have many
impacts on various fields, including:
1. Service and business models
2. Continuous reliability and productivity
3. IT security
4. Product and effort life cycle
5. Manufacturing industry
6. Industrial value chain
7. Education and work skills
8. Socio-economic factors
Radinesess to face the era of the fourth industrial revolution must really
be prepared, such as the readiness of Human Resources, natural resources
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and the cultivation of positive values to continue to control the use of new
media.

2.2 SLAMET RIYADI VALUES
Brigadier General TNI Ignatius Slamet Rijadi is a hero who was born in
Surakarta, July 26, 1927. The son of a soldier and fruit seller. He died in
Ambon, on 4 November 1950. when he was 23 years old was an Indonesian
soldier. Rijadi studied at a Dutch-owned school. However, then Rijadi
studied at a seafaring school run by the Japanese and worked for them when
the Japanese occupied the Dutch East Indies, after graduating he left the
Japanese army and then helped foment the resistance during the
occupation.
Rijadi started leading the Indonesian army in Surakarta when the Dutch
wanted to re-colonize Indonesia after independence on August 17, 1945. In
1947, starting with a guerrilla campaign, he fought with the Dutch in
Ambarawa and Semarang, and was in charge of the 26th Regiment. During
the 1st Military Aggression, he succeeded in taking over the power of the
city which was taken over by the Dutch. At the end of the revolution in 1950,
he was sent to Maluku to carry out the task of fighting the Republic of South
Maluku. He was shot dead after traveling across Ambon island at the end of
the resistance operation.
He has received many awards after his death. Such as giving a name
to a main road in the city of Surakarta, Indonesian Navy frigate, KRI Slamet
Riyadi. In addition, in 1961 there were also several posthumous honors
awarded to him, and on 9 November 2007, he was declared a National Hero
of Indonesia.
From the term his name Slamet Riyadi has a very noble meaning, taken
from the word Slamet which means Happy, Prosperous, Always happy, and
Perfect. Then Riyadi which means Justice and Holy. Slamet Riyadi comes
from Solo, which means that he is someone who has a brave spirit, is
steadfast in his stance, is polite and humble.
The Slamet Riyadi’s Value can be described as positive values that must
be followed, where the form of behavior reflects a hero character who has
extraordinary exemplary, namely a brave character, steadfast in his stance
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and still holds his duties even though his body is injured or there is an
opportunity. ease in running it. Under any circumstances, manners and
humility remain inherent in his soul and behavior.

3. RESEARCH METHODS
The method used in writing scientific papers is descriptive research method.
This method is a research process that describes existing phenomena, which are
taking place today or in the past. In this study, there is no manipulation or
alteration of the research variables, but it describes an actual condition.
Descriptive research can only describe a state or phenomenon, but it can also
describe a state in the stages of its development.
This scientific paper contains research results that describe the current state or
phenomenon, namely the development of new media in the fourth Industrial
Revolution which has an impact on the slamet riyadi values in this era. The
description of the writing of scientific papers is taken from several sources who
describe the actual conditions at this time and describe the stages of development
of existing phenomena.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Looking at the timeline of several Industrial Revolution from 1.0 to 4.0,
now you can see the faces of the post-industrial revolution 4.0, especially
new media. The very rapid development in the realm of society, for example
information technology such as mobile phones, computers that previously
could not be operated without using floppy disks and could not be carried
anywhere now can be used instantly and can be carried anywhere. The
development of this new media can also be seen from changes in the
specifications of technology tools and media, both conventional and nonconventional.
Followed by existing regulations, each individual must be able to control
the use of new media in order to be wiser in using the media. Indirectly, the
media is a primary need for society. technological regulatory innovation,
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which is growing rapidly and rapidly, opens horizons for us in following the
Fourth Industrial Revolution, such as changes in lifestyle, thought patterns,
actions, cultural perspectives on things. For example, how to communicate
with others, look for news or information and how to do various activities such
as studying, shopping, buying food, ordering motorcycle taxis and other life
activities that are carried out completely online, these things unconsciously
change people's behavior, such as being lazy to move. and want everything
to be done with just a touch.
Judging from the comparison between the people who use new media
or digital media and conventional media today, in fact they can both live and
follow the development of information in the fourth Industrial Revolution era
but with different media.

for people who follow the fourth Industrial

Revolution by using digital media they can express, and receive feedback
on what they access. whereas for the community using conventional media
they can only receive information but they cannot provide feedback and
cannot express themselves.

4.2 SLAMET RIYADI VALUES
Slamet Riyadi is a hero from Solo who has struggled to penetrate the
wild and repeatedly escaped from the gunfire of the invaders. For months
he fought against the invaders for the welfare of the Republic of Indonesia.
In his struggle, he still adheres to the principle, namely to keep going even
though he is bleeding.
Slamet Riyadi has a very noble meaning, taken from the word Slamet
which means Happy, Prosperous, Always happy, and Perfect. Then Riyadi
which means Justice and Holy. Slamet Riyadi comes from Solo, which
means that he is someone who has a brave spirit, is steadfast in his stance,
is polite and humble.
The Slamet Riyadi Values is a form of behavior that reflects a hero
character who has extraordinary role models such as a brave character, firm
in his stance and still holding on to his duties even though his body is injured
or there is an opportunity for ease in carrying it out.

Under any
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circumstances, manners and humility remain inherent in his soul and
behavior.

4.3 IMPORTANCE OF SLAMET RIYADI VALUES IN THE FOURTH
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION ERA
Most of the people have used the media and technology that emerged
in this era.

There are people who follow developments starting from

technological changes starting from following the development of social
media to using all developed media features, but there are also people who
only follow the development of information.
From technological developments that have been running and followed
by society, creating various changes in the behavior of each individual. This
can be seen from the implementation of community life after the fourth
industrial revolution. Namely changes in lifestyle, thought patterns, actions,
cultural ways of seeing things.
Most of the mindsets and activities carried out by the community, starting
from how to express themselves in the media, look for references and
information, how to address issues on social media, changes in economic
activities have begun to turn into online activities. These changes clearly
have a negative impact if they are not directed in a positive direction. Broadly
speaking, all activities that are easy to do with just a touch will change the
behavior of individuals who are increasingly lazy to move and there is no
maximum action to get something.
One of the directions that can bring positive changes in following
technological developments is by upholding the slamet riyadi values in each
individual. The awareness to instill the slamet riyadi values comes from the
willingness of the individual himself to instill positive values and self-control.
In addition, the role of parents is also very necessary in instilling the value of
religious safety in children, so that they can control their use of media.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The Fourth industrial revolution era is a major change in aspects of life that are
synonymous with technological developments and digitization, so it can be said to
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be the era of new media. The fourth industrial revolution will have many impacts
on various fields, including:
1. Service and business models
2. Continuous reliability and productivity
3. IT security
4. Product and effort life cycle
5. Manufacturing industry
6. Industrial value chain
7. Education and work skills
8. Socio-economic factors
The Slamet Riyadi Values is a form of behavior that reflects a hero character
who has extraordinary role models such as a brave character, firm in his stance
and still holding on to his duties even though his body is injured or there is an
opportunity for ease in carrying it out. Under any circumstances, manners and
humility remain inherent in his soul and behavior.
In the Fourth industrial revolution era, awareness in applying the slamet riyadi
values is very important. By holding the slamet riyadi values in each individual,
changes in behavior in following technological developments will be controlled and
can be directed in a positive direction. The ease of accessing and obtaining
something in the current era of technological development can easily change
people's behavior and mentality. The spirit of being lazy to move will become a
culture. By holding and instilling the value of religious sunshine in oneself and
children, each individual will be able to control himself in observing the features of
technological development.
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